Harley davidson cv carburetor diagram

Harley-Davidson Motor Co. Since then, all Harley-Davidson motorcycles make use of fuel
injection. The CV carburetor may show signs of needing to be tuned. These signs include a
drastic decrease in fuel economy, black smoke appearing from the exhaust, sluggish
acceleration, the engine spitting back through the carburetor, or hesitating upon acceleration. A
low-speed circuit adjustment to the carburetor can be made in minimal time. Check spark plug
for light-brown glassy deposits which may be accompanied by cracks in the insulator or
erosion of the electrode, which indicates a lean air-fuel mixture. Dry, fluffy or sooty black
deposits indicate a rich carburetor air-fuel mixture. Locate the idle mixture screw on the bottom
outlet side of the carburetor, in a passageway next to the float bowl. Turning the idle mixture
screw in, or clockwise, will lean the idle mixture and turning it out, or counterclockwise, will
enrich it. Drill out the metal plug covering the idle mixture screw. Do not drill too far into the
plug; wrap the drill bit with tape or string to prevent you from drilling too far and damaging the
screw. Turn the idle mixture screw in clockwise until it stops. Do not over-tighten the idle
mixture screw. Damage to the screw and its seat may result. Turn idle mixture screw two turns
out counterclockwise to an idle speed of 1, rpm. After each adjustment, reset the idle speed to
1, rpm. Gabriel Scofield started writing in for motorcycle dealership websites. He since has
reached the level of Harley-Davidson Master Technician. Step 1 Check spark plug for
light-brown glassy deposits which may be accompanied by cracks in the insulator or erosion of
the electrode, which indicates a lean air-fuel mixture. Step 2 Locate the idle mixture screw on
the bottom outlet side of the carburetor, in a passageway next to the float bowl. Step 3 Drill out
the metal plug covering the idle mixture screw. Step 4 Pry out the plug with a small pick. Step 5
Turn the idle mixture screw in clockwise until it stops. Step 6 Turn idle mixture screw two turns
out counterclockwise to an idle speed of 1, rpm. When adjusting the idle mixture screw, make
only small adjustments. Often the smallest adjustment is all that is needed. These procedures
may reduce or void any limited warranty coverage. H-D has sold almost two million CV
equipped bikes since then and its only the fact that all new Harley models have fuel injection
that they've stopped being produced. In stock form they are a decent carburettor, sporting a
40mm throttle bore and a 39mm venturi. In standard trim it was only the early California models
that had any problems, with an off-idle hesitation caused by a lean slow-speed jet to beat
emission requirements. The problem was easily cured however by changing the slow jet to a
The engine was a stock 88" Twin Cam with a set of Branch 4 heads installed, while everything
else on the bike was stock. The results clearly show that a properly tuned CV carburetor makes
excellent power on mildly modified engines. A Twin Cam with a stock CV carburetor develops
60 to 63 hp. With a free-flowing air filter, performance mufflers and a larger main jet the Twin
Cam motor will easily produce 70 to 75 hp. On a hot-rodded Evo or a Twin-Cam motor higher
compression pistons, performance cam, aftermarket ignition, high flow air filter and mufflers ,
the standard CV carburetor will become the limiting factor in the engine builders horsepower
quest. There is more power lurking inside the CV however and there are several ways to
improve its potential; buy a pre-modified carburettor, have yours modified by a reputable
performance shop or get down and dirty and modify it yourself. The shops who work a lot with
the CV carburetor are boring out the throttle body to 42 mm, installing a larger butterfly,
contouring the slide and drilling bleed holes in the butterfly. These carburetors have the highest
potential output but most of these operations are beyond the abilities of most blokes out in their
garage. The amount of power between a professionally modified carburetor and a re-jetted
stock CV carburetor can be as much as Slide Spring 2. Slide Diaphragm 3. Vacuum Slide 4.
Vacuum Port 5. Needle Jet 6. Main Air Jet 7. Main Jet 8. Slow Jet 9. Idle Mixture Adjustment
Screw They've bored out the throat to 42 mm and blended the venturi for a high velocity flow. A
new, larger throttle butterfly will be installed before they're finished, as will a new fuel inlet that
has a larger capacity and the ability to rotate through degrees. The Dakota Kid USA bores the
carburetor's throat to 42mm, recontoures the slide and polishes every part that encounters the
airflow. Their CV also features a larger fuel inlet and a custom needle jet. Wood Performance
Products who also make awesome camshafts installed a spacer between the carburetor body
and the float bowl to increase its volume. They bored the body to 42 mm, recontoured the slide
and installed a custom fuel inlet with a larger high flow needle and seat. All three modified
carburettors had a bleed hole shown here on the Wood model drilled in the throttle butterfly.
This hole allows the CV to be run on motors that have high-performance camshafts with more
valve overlap. These cams require more air past the butterfly at idle than stock cams and tend
to stall if they dont get it. If the butterfly is cracked open slightly with the adjustment screw
instead of drilling a small hole, the the off-idle transfer ports will be uncovered causing an
aggravating idle drama and off idle hesitation problems. Ok dude, those pro carbs are awesome
but I'm not that rich.. I'm glad you asked They both included jets main and slow ,needle jet,
emulsion tube, drill bits and complete instructions. Modifying a CV carburetor requires a steady

hand and a lot of patience as installing the kit parts is just the beginning. You must then
fine-tune the CV to match your bike's motor and your individual riding style. The modified
carburetor will not only add more outright power but will make the motor perform better in low
to middle rpm ranges where most people ride most of the time. This is the CV carburettor tuner
kit from DynoJet and it has all of the parts needed to recalibrate a CV carburetor for
performance riding. No special tools are needed, and the instructions have comprehensive
tuning tips. I have this kit fitted to my Twin Cam Softail and throttle response is excellent right
through the rev range from idle to redline. Air Slide Spring 2. Needle Jet note the circlip on the
end 3. Main Jets 4. Slow jets 5. Emulsion Tube 6. Drill Bit 7. Instruction Sheet The Yost Power
Tube kit features a special dual chamber emulsion tube that atomises the fuel and air mix
coming out of the main jet and air bleed into an extremely fine mist. The smaller droplets of fuel
make for an air-fuel mixture that burns more completely, doesn't drop out of suspension in the
intake manifold causing a power drop and has the net result of delivering more power from the
same amount of fuel. Main Jets 2. Needle Jets note the circlip on the end 3. Drill Bits 6. Slow
Jets The installation instructions for both kits are extremely similar and here's how to fit them
After removing the carb from the bike and cleaning it, flip the carb over and remove the float
bowl 4 screws. The emulsion tube A is threaded into the bottom of the carburetor body. The
main jet B is screwed into the end of the emulsion tube. The slow jet is screwed into the
carburetor body in the bottom of a hollow well next to the main jet well. Remove the carb top 4
screws and carefully remove the Airslide, taking care not to damage the thin rubber diaphragm.
The slide moves up into the carburetor body as vacuum is applied to a hole "A" at the bottom
rear of the slide. Enlarging this hole causes the slide to move up faster because vacuum is
applied faster to the diaphragm that is attatched to the top of the air slide. Both of the tuning
kits included drill bits for this operation. The needle jet is pushed through the hole marked "B"
from the underside and is held in place by the air slide spring. The Dynojet kit supplies a
replacement air slide spring for faster airslide movement resulting in a crisper throttle response
and the needle jet is mixture tunable by moving the circlip to one of the different notches it
contains. To tune your kitted CV you need to know a little about motorcycle carbs: Smaller Jet
sizes will lean out your mixture, bigger Jet sizes will richen your mixture. Lowering the needle
circlip placement will lean out your midrange while raising it will richen your midrange. Try your
bike out at one throttle opening at a time to see if it needs adjustment. Popping and farting
mean a lean condition, doughy throttle response and slight black smoke on acceleration mean a
rich condition. Wide Open Throttle. Fitting one of these kits is a rewarding experience and lets
loose several more horses in the middle and top paddock. Its well worth the effort. C All rights
reserved. Ebay is the Answer Enjoy this article? The site? Would you buy me a beer for my
efforts? Discussion in ' Engine, Fuel and Exhaust ' started by skullmandan , Oct 19, Log in or
Sign up. Harley Davidson Forums. The other hose may have gone to a vacuum the petcock.
Jack Klarich , Oct 19, Breeze3at , Oct 19, The voes sends electronic signals to the ignition
module to tell it when to use full advance based on the amount of vacuum in the carb it is best
to have the voes in the system or the bike will not run very well at times It is not unusual for a
vacuum operated petcock to be replaced with a high flow petcock and the end of the vacuum
pipe to be plugged with a screw Best thing to do would be to replace the vacuum pipe with a
single pipe from carb to voes and eliminate the t Brian. Well Dan I'll give a Thank You to you for
the follow up. Too often we don't get feedback that lets us know if our ideas helped or not. You
said that the hose that is not blocked off goes to the base of the carb. I believe the hose would
go to the nipple that you can see in the last picture, just below the top cap black plastic. This is
where the vacuum is created. If you're talking about the nipple at the base of the carb this is the
for the overflow of the float bowl. HDDon , Oct 19, HDDon is correct in post 7. The Vacuum line
should Not go to the bottom of the carb. It goes where he said. Breeze3at , Oct 20, You must log
in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? He
gives his suggestions on where to start when you are having fuel delivery issues. Watch how to
rebuild your carburetor with our Carburetor Rebuild Class. Bob LaRosa brings us through the
clean-up and tear down of a stock Harley carburetor. Take you time and work clean. Make sure
all debris is cleaned off carb before you start to remove any parts. As you remove the parts, set
them aside and mark them for reference before you start to rebuild theâ€¦. With the stock carb
broken down and on the bench, Bob LaRosa will now walk us through the stock Harley
carburetor rebuild. You will need the right jets for your set-up. You will need all new gaskets and
your parts laid out on the bench and ready to install. Work clean and take your time. Cover you
chrome surface to keep this a rebuild not a repair procedure. Bob LaRosa has the carb on the
bench and gives it a good cleaning before tearing it down. He removes the inlet nipple we will
update it , drain plug, float bowl, jets, and all pieces of theâ€¦. Bob LaRosa, lines up all the new

parts from the rebuild kit and compares them to old before he puts it all back together. Take
your time and do it right. Bob LaRosa, has the carb rebuilt and now installs the gaskets and
intake manifold. From there the carb body goes on, backing plate, air cleaner and tear drop
cover. Bob removes a stock Harley-Davidson CV carburetor and brings it to a bench for a jet kit
and thunderslide install. With the skills of a surgeon Bob walks us through taking apart the CV
carburetor, installing a new jet and thunderslide. Take your time watch him work through it a
few times before you go to it. Remember me. Lost your password? Privacy Policy. LOG IN.
Search for:. Become A Member. Harley Carburetor Rebuild With the stock carb broken down
and on the bench, Bob LaRosa will now walk us through the stock Harley carburetor rebuild.
Facebook Instagram Youtube Twitter. He gives his suggestions on where to start when you are
having fuel delivery issues. Watch how to rebuild your carburetor with our Carburetor Rebuild
Class. Click here to cancel reply. Q: Sportster , I am having problems with my carb. I put an RV
cam in it, and Ultima programmable ignition system. I would like to know how low I can go on
the main jet without starving the motor, and gain fuel mileage. Thank you Any advice will help
Bill B. A: You need try to go down on the intermediate slow jet. That is where most of your
riding is done. Try dropping one size and see how it goes. If your spark plugs begin to look
white, you are too lean. If you try dropping down more than 1 size, you should also, then, drop
your main jet. If the Jets are too far apart in size you will not have a Smooth transition between
jets when you really open up your throttle. Your Harley carburetor troubleshooting is not
workingâ€¦there is statement in the video window that the video is currently experiencing
problems, check back soon. Can you tell me te best chemical solution for soaking carburetors
to clean out gunk without having to disassemble the carb. Cheers, Pete. Hi, Pete. Sorry to hear
this. Can you let us know more about the issue? Have you tried these videos? You will need to
take apart the carb. Hi Marvin. Sounds like you have a torn accelerator pump diaphragm. When
you pull the carb, suggest replacing your intake seals if they have not been replaced in a while. I
just cleaned my carburetor on my sportser ,and now the bike will only run when its choked.
Hello, I have a Harley Electra Glide with only miles. Bike sat in garage for 1 season without
being started. I fired bike up last week started riding after about 4 miles gas started leaking out
of carb overflow tube. I nursed bike home removed bowl on carb noticed some sediment. I
cleaned all jets and bowl and installed new float seal, started bike same leak, any ideas? Also
any way to properly adjust float height without removing Carberator? Thank You very much! I
have electric glide that CV carb. What else may be causing the problem. Typically, the condition
you describe is caused by a blocked pilot jet or an intake leak. Also, make sure your vacume
diaphragm is not pinched. Make sure the lights are working properly, the horn makes noise,
turn signals are operational, and all grommets are in place. Then you should check the throttle,
add oil and fill the tires to the correct level. Once your finished with the service, get out an
troybilt vortex 2490
2001 ford f150 owners manual fuse box
hot water pressure washer wiring diagram
d ride! You will need to do the reverse during installation. Bob takes you through the
step-by-step process for throttle cable service and adjustment, and air cleaner service or
replacement. He discusses the different parts in the throttle system, their specific roles and how
to clean and take care of them, then teaches you about the elements of the air cleaner. Sounds
like it went well and the Hollister City Council has signed a year agreement to host the rally
every July. We have been to almost every Harley-Davidson rally in this great country andâ€¦.
Bob and Mark show you how to remove and replace the Harley front wheel on your Sportster.
They teach you the proper way to take off the brake caliper and wheel axle so you can do
whatever you need to do to the front tire. Once the wheel is off you can replace the tire, retrue
the spokes or check the rotor. Remember me. Lost your password? Privacy Policy. LOG IN.
Search for:. Become A Member. Duration: Facebook Instagram Youtube Twitter.

